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Tobias Gerken

Tobias Gerken is a broadly trained environmental and 
atmospheric scientist and an Assistant Professor in the 
School of Integrated Sciences. His
research focuses on
He is particularly interested in the surface flux dynamics 

of water, energy and
,along with their impacts on weather and 

climate. He has also investigated the role of agricultural land 
management in the Northern Great Plains on rainfall and the 
role of feedbacks between land and atmosphere for rapid 
drought development. 

Dr. Gerken has conducted field research in the Arctic, the 
Brazilian Amazon and the Tibetan Plateau to better understand 
the exchange of energy, water and carbon dioxide between 
ecosystems and the atmosphere and how this may be affected 
by environmental change and human activities. He is a co-PI 
on an NSF-funded project to study interactions between air 
quality and lightning activity and a topic editor for the open-
access journal Earth System Science Data. 

Dr. Gerken earned a Diplom (BSc & MSc equivalent) in 
Environmental Science and a doctorate in Environmental and 
Atmospheric Science at the University of Bayreuth in 
Germany. He formerly was an assistant research professor at 
Penn State’s Department of Meteorology and Atmospheric 
Science and a research associate at Montana State 
University’s Department of Land Resources and 
Environmental Science. 

 land-atmosphere interactions.

 carbon dioxide between ecosystems
and atmosphere

Tobias Gerken 
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https://www.jmu.edu/cise/sis/index.shtml
https://www.jmu.edu/cise/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0168192321001933
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2020JD034481
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2020JD034481
https://www.arch.virginia.edu/news/the-arctic-design-group-embrace-trial-and-error-during-their-recent-field-season-in-alaska
http://educ.jmu.edu/~bentleml/urban-thunderstorms-research.html?_gl=1*jt076e*_ga*MjA1MDgwNjM3OC4xNjgxOTM5OTQ4*_ga_VDJD052M5K*MTY4MTkzOTk0OC4xLjAuMTY4MTkzOTk0OC42MC4wLjA.&_ga=2.164644408.684800592.1681939949-2050806378.1681939948
http://educ.jmu.edu/~bentleml/urban-thunderstorms-research.html?_gl=1*jt076e*_ga*MjA1MDgwNjM3OC4xNjgxOTM5OTQ4*_ga_VDJD052M5K*MTY4MTkzOTk0OC4xLjAuMTY4MTkzOTk0OC42MC4wLjA.&_ga=2.164644408.684800592.1681939949-2050806378.1681939948
https://www.earth-system-science-data.net/editorial_board.html


Jessica Lantz

Jessica Lantz 
Assistant Professor and 
Instructional Designer 
Instructional Design 

JMU Libraries

Jessica Lantz is an Instructional Designer and 
Assistant Professor at James Madison Libraries. 
She earned her M.Ed. in Educational Technology 
from JMU, M.L.S. from the University of North 
Texas, and B.S. in Media Arts & Design and 
Anthropology from JMU. She has been in her 
current role since 2019, with her work focusing on 
discovering, sharing, and implementing best 
practices in online teaching and learning in 
collaboration with JMU faculty.

Jessica’s research investigates emerging 
educational strategies and tools to figure out how 
they might be implemented effectively and 
sustainably. She believes that instructional 
technologies, when carefully researched and 
utilized, can be used as part of a strong strategy for 
engaging our diverse students in the learning 
process. Highlights of her scholarship include 
research on artificial intelligence in education, 
learning access through universal design, and co-
editing two books focused on online teaching and 
learning.

Through her work, Jessica has helped the university 
to further its strategic priorities of advancing 
diversity, equity and inclusion and attracting the 
students of tomorrow. She hopes that her continued 
research and scholarship in the field of instructional 
design and technology will help JMU students have 
the best possible experience in the classroom for 
many years to come.

https://www.lib.jmu.edu/staff/departments/learning-innovations-design/instructional-design/
https://www.lib.jmu.edu/
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/piloting-artificial-intelligence-ai-to-facilitate-online-discussion-in-large-online-classes/297248


Sarah Lupo

Sarah Lupo
Assistant Professor

Dr. Sarah Lupo is an Assistant Professor in the 
Middle, Secondary, and Mathematics Education 
Department in the College of Education at James 
Madison University. She received her bachelor’s 
degree from James Madison University and a 
master’s and Ph.D. in Literacy Education from the 
University of Virginia. Prior to working at JMU, she 
worked as an English teacher, ESL teacher, reading 
specialist and literacy coach in Washington, D.C., 
Istanbul, Turkey, Phoenix, AZ and Charlottesville, 
VA.

Dr. Lupo’s research explores the influence of 
various aspects of text complexity on readers’ 
comprehension and how instruction can be 
scaffolded to support all readers’ understanding of 
disciplinary texts. She positions all learners as 
capable, including bringing cultural and linguistic 
assets to the reading experience. Her research puts 
theory into practice to find practical ways teachers 
can improve literacy instruction for K-12 students. 
Dr. Lupo’s work has been published in journals such 
as Review in Educational Research, Journal of 
Teacher Education, Reading Research Quarterly, 
Journal of Adult and Adolescent Literacy, Reading 
Teacher and Reading in Virginia. She recently 
published a book entitled Teaching Disciplinary 
Literacy in Grades K-6: Infusing Content with 
Reading, Writing, and Language (Routledge, 2021), 
and has another book forthcoming for middle and 
high school teachers about how to scaffold 
comprehension across the disciplines (Guilford, 
expected in 2024).

Department of Middle,
Secondary &

Mathematics Education
College of Education

https://www.jmu.edu/coe/msme/
https://www.jmu.edu/coe
https://www.routledge.com/Teaching-Disciplinary-Literacy-in-Grades-K-6-Infusing-Content-with-Reading/Lupo-Hardigree-Thacker-Sawyer-Merritt/p/book/9780367485566
https://www.routledge.com/Teaching-Disciplinary-Literacy-in-Grades-K-6-Infusing-Content-with-Reading/Lupo-Hardigree-Thacker-Sawyer-Merritt/p/book/9780367485566


Tobias Reynolds-Tylus

Tobias Reynolds-Tylus 
Assistant Professor 

School of 
Communication Studies

College of Arts and 
Letters

Tobias Reynolds-Tylus, Ph.D. is an Assistant 
Professor in the School of Communication Studies at 
James Madison University. He received his Ph.D. in 
Communication from the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign in 2018. He received both his BS 
and MA in Communication from the State University 
of New York at Buffalo.

Dr. Reynolds-Tylus’ research interests include health 
communication, persuasion and health campaigns. 
His research addresses how individuals and 
organizations can encourage health behaviors 
through tailored messaging. To date, much of his work 
has focused on understanding resistance to public 
health guidance and how to reduce its occurrence.

Dr. Reynolds-Tylus has also conducted research on 
Americans’ organ donation decision-making. He has 
utilized surveys and interviews to understand 
Americans’ beliefs and attitudes toward organ 
donation. He has also worked on several projects 
evaluating the effectiveness of organ donor 
registration campaigns (e.g., direct mail, Department 
of Motor Vehicles).

https://www.jmu.edu/commstudies/
https://www.jmu.edu/commstudies/
https://www.jmu.edu/commstudies/
https://www.jmu.edu/cal
https://www.jmu.edu/cal
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Lindsey-Harvell-Bowman/publication/349767521_The_Impact_of_Mortality_Salience_on_Organ_Donation_Attitude_Beliefs_and_Behavior/links/6040ebc3299bf1e07856d9ea/The-Impact-of-Mortality-Salience-on-Organ-Donation-Attitude-Beliefs-and-Behavior.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Lindsey-Harvell-Bowman/publication/349767521_The_Impact_of_Mortality_Salience_on_Organ_Donation_Attitude_Beliefs_and_Behavior/links/6040ebc3299bf1e07856d9ea/The-Impact-of-Mortality-Salience-on-Organ-Donation-Attitude-Beliefs-and-Behavior.pdf


Christina Rost

Christina Rost
Assistant Professor 

Dr. Christina Rost is currently an Assistant Professor 
of Physics at James Madison University and an 
extramural member of the Center for Nanoscale 
Science at Penn State University. She graduated 
with a Ph.D. in Materials Science and Engineering 
from North Carolina State University in 2016, 
following both a B.S. and an M.S. in Physics from 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Her Ph.D. 
focused on the development and phase-
characterization of a novel class of complex oxide 
systems stabilized through configurational disorder, 
named “Entropy Stabilized Oxides.” Rost was 
Postdoctoral Research Associate with the 
Experiments and Simulations in Thermal 
Engineering (ExSITE) group in the Department of  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at the 
University of Virginia. There, her work focused on 
experimental methods to test thermal properties at 
extremely high temperatures and thermal transport 
in complex and high-entropy oxides and carbides. At 
JMU, her undergraduate research group focuses 
efforts on complex oxide synthesis and local 
structure characterization using X-ray based 
spectroscopies. Dr. Rost serves as a reviewer for 
several academic journals and the Spectroscopy: 
CMP/Magnetism proposal panel for the Advanced 
Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. She 
is also an active member of the American Ceramic 
Society, and participates in “Letters to a Pre-
Scientist” as a pen pal to middle school students 
from underprivileged communities interested in 
learning more about life in STEM.

Department of Physics
& Astronomy

College of Science and
Mathematics

https://www.christinarost.com/
https://www.jmu.edu/physics
https://www.jmu.edu/physics
https://www.jmu.edu/csm
https://www.jmu.edu/csm


Hannah Sions

Hannah Sions 
Assistant Professor 

School of Art, Design 
and Art History 

College of Visual and 
Performing Arts

Hannah Kim Sions, Ph.D (she/ella), is Assistant 
Professor of Art Education in James Madison 
University’s School of Art, Design and Art History. Sions 
was an elementary art teacher for six years before 
pursuing her Ph.D. As an itinerant art teacher, she 
taught at four schools over the course of her six years, 
teaching in rural, suburban and urban settings. Her 
experiences helped her recognize the complexities of 
inequality and inspired her to learn more about how to 
better serve her student population. Sions’ research 
foci are equity-and justice-centered pedagogy through 
an intersectional and critical race lens. She has 
published on these topics in Art Education, Journal of 
Cultural Research in Art Education, and Journal of 
Social Theory in Art Education.

https://www.jmu.edu/artandarthistory/index.shtml
https://www.jmu.edu/artandarthistory/index.shtml
https://www.jmu.edu/arts
https://www.jmu.edu/arts
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/60500338/Sions_Coleman_2019_The_Team_Is_All_White20190905-120611-vtda71-libre.pdf?1567731210=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DThe_Team_is_All_White_Reflections_of_Ar.pdf&Expires=1680531833&Signature=EiDE-2~z-nIDkTwWJoOmXRz5elwoJxx8uC09aZmhmbJNrdBcHwaT71YOaxKxj4gWet0RzluvllLi8tjQwU6PgU9S7Y3jT~TYz55wY2R~voQcubXQ1u92u1BLTXP9NmIk9KFrEOiSkJKVOmOmVdCTGq28aDTK7w0Le-nwXVq3hu4DJRqkNYITziv9NVXkLQwIOKLPaBWk4UM-ZIi608lINduYKYSsBAExbG56jWWeuvyF~r-osoQRSiavhKSv8AegbVP8pnGDDBN6SQ351SD8Rv3jjFTYbHy4ZtSvghRpwmZc9e~PhdQ9Zx8eeV2rMDgXhyv~nsFJduWxZw1OGDob5w__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/60500338/Sions_Coleman_2019_The_Team_Is_All_White20190905-120611-vtda71-libre.pdf?1567731210=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DThe_Team_is_All_White_Reflections_of_Ar.pdf&Expires=1680531833&Signature=EiDE-2~z-nIDkTwWJoOmXRz5elwoJxx8uC09aZmhmbJNrdBcHwaT71YOaxKxj4gWet0RzluvllLi8tjQwU6PgU9S7Y3jT~TYz55wY2R~voQcubXQ1u92u1BLTXP9NmIk9KFrEOiSkJKVOmOmVdCTGq28aDTK7w0Le-nwXVq3hu4DJRqkNYITziv9NVXkLQwIOKLPaBWk4UM-ZIi608lINduYKYSsBAExbG56jWWeuvyF~r-osoQRSiavhKSv8AegbVP8pnGDDBN6SQ351SD8Rv3jjFTYbHy4ZtSvghRpwmZc9e~PhdQ9Zx8eeV2rMDgXhyv~nsFJduWxZw1OGDob5w__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA


Nara Yoon

Nara Yoon
Assistant Professor

Dr. Yoon is an Assistant Professor in the School of 
Strategic Leadership Studies at JMU’s College of 
Business. Dr. Yoon earned her Ph.D. in Public 
Administration from the Maxwell School of 
Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse 
University. Dr. Yoon’s primary research areas 
include board governance, collaborative governance 
and volunteerism. Her research draws on 
organizational theory and behavior to examine intra-
and inter-organizational relationships in addressing 
complex managerial leadership issues in public, 
nonprofit, and for-profit sectors. Her research has 
garnered awards from Academy of Management, 
Association for Research on Nonprofit 
Organizations and Voluntary Action, and American 
Society for Public Administration. Dr. Yoon’s work 
has been published in leading journals including 
Journal of Public Administration Research and 
Theory, American Review of Public Administration, 
Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, Nonprofit 
Management & Leadership, and Public Performance 
& Management Review. Prior to joining academia, 
she worked as a research analyst for a foundation 
and nonprofit organizations.

School of Strategic
Leadership Studies
College of Business

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15309576.2022.2116721
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15309576.2022.2116721
https://www.jmu.edu/leadership/
https://www.jmu.edu/leadership/
https://www.jmu.edu/cob/


Emily Zane
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MSC 4107
1031 Harrison Street
Room 2053
Harrisonburg, Virginia
22807

 

Emily Zane
Assistant Professor

Department of 
Communication Sciences 

and Disorders
College of Health and 

Behavioral Studies

Emily Zane is a psycholinguist and an Assistant 
Professor of Communication Sciences and Disorders at 
James Madison University. Dr. Zane studies how 
language behaviors interact with other areas of 
cognition; how human beings use, understand, and 
acquire language; and what those processes tell us 
about the human mind. Dr. Zane’s research specifically 
focuses on patterns of language use, understanding, 
processing and acquisition by autistic people. She 
believes that understanding the linguistic code used by 
autistic individuals may help to forestall the “double 
empathy problem” (Milton, 2012), which proposes that 
unsatisfactory cross-neurotype interactions result from 
communication differences on both sides (i.e., non-
autistic people struggle to understand autistic people 
and vice versa). To better support this goal, her research 
also investigates how autists produce and comprehend 
extralinguistic communicative signals, like facial 
expressions and gestures. JMU students have been 
intrinsically involved in all aspects of Dr. Zane’s 
research, including co-authoring peer-reviewed 
publications and presentations.

Dr. Zane earned her BA in Linguistics Studies at 
University of Nevada Las Vegas in 2006. She then 
earned her MA (2010), MPhil (2014) and PhD
(2016) in Linguistics from the Graduate Center at City 
University of New York (CUNY). Under the mentorship of 
Dr. Ruth B. Grossman at Emerson College, Dr. Zane 
completed postdoctoral training in autism from 2015 to 
2018. Her full list of publications is available here.

Foundation Hall Connect with RS

https://www.csd.jmu.edu/
https://web.archive.org/web/20231002091405/https://www.csd.jmu.edu/
https://www.csd.jmu.edu/
https://www.csd.jmu.edu/
https://chbs.jmu.edu/
/https://chbs.jmu.edu/
https://chbs.jmu.edu/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=YslOlYQAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=YslOlYQAAAAJ&hl=en
https://www.jmu.edu/directory/buildings/FOUN.shtml
https://www.jmu.edu/research/about/connect.shtml
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41809-021-00087-4
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32785821/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32785821/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/23969415221105472
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5893442/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5893442/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10803-021-04996-9
https://www.facebook.com/JMUresearch
https://www.twitter.com/JMUresearch
https://www.youtube.com/VoicesofScholarship
https://www.flickr.com/jmurps
https://www.instagram.com/jmuresearch
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